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Although it is not as severe as last year’s our annual dearth is here.  For native sources of pollen 

and nectar we do have winged sumac starting to bloom and some smartweed also.  However typi-

cally these sources are only locally abundant to the extent of sustaining our bees.  By sustaining a 

colony I mean providing enough nectar to not allow the stores already in the colony to be depleted 

and populations of bees to not drastically decline.  Remember one criteria for successful overwin-

tering is an adequate population.  This varies from region to region and even among the races of 

bees so our experience should be the guiding force behind our management decisions. 

In rural areas some of the earliest planted soybeans are in bloom and in most years indeed can sus-

tain our colonies.  For urban areas there are sources of pollen and nectar that likewise can help 

sustain. colonies.  Please see the pics.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look closely at the forager on the      

ornamental tree, vitex in the photo by 

Ray Maxwell (above.)  You of course 

can see the large pollen loads but also 

the bee’s proboscis.  My first thought 

was why is a bee with such a large   

pollen load also gathering nectar.  Then 

I remembered that for the pollen loads 

to stay together some nectar is        

necessary. This nectar may also come 

from stored nectar is the bee’s honey 

stomach.  On the right a forager is  

collecting pollen from the very       

common ornamental, crepe myrtle.    

http://clevelandcountybeekeepers.org/
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I hope many of you are like me and keeping bees has inspired you to notice other pollinators.  Our friend/maybe enemy the carpenter 

bee is indeed a pollinator.  Our species of passion fruit commonly called Maypop and the common carpenter bee have a unique       

relationship and many times the carpenter bee is referred to as an obligate pollinator, meaning no other pollinator is able to adequately 

pollinate this plant.  Check out the photos.  Don’t want to brag but I found no web info on how the maypop flower has developed to 

insure cross pollination.  Only by chance did I finally notice this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice the carpenter bee in the photo on the left.  Its back is covered with pollen as it gets the nectar.  Its size is such that its body 

brushes against the pollen bearing anthers.  However notice that the bees cannot transfer any of the pollen to the stigmas indicated by 

the arrow.  For several years I wondered why pollination is even possible.  Then by chance towards the end of the day I noticed that 

the stigma stems bend so that they are at the level of the anthers and thereby able to receive pollen from the carpenter bee’s back.  

This allows pollination to occur but also insures that cross pollination between plants is possible.  Amazing!! 

At least three members of our association have noticed a “new bee in town.”  

Indeed the giant resin bee has made its way here after first being reported in 

the Raleigh area in 1994.  It is considered an antagonist of the common   

carpenter bee.  Notice the long abdomen that is noticeably narrower than 

the rest of the bee’s body.  For more info do a search……Maryland Giant 

Resin Bee  

Finally don’t forget to monitor for mites!  From my sugar shakes in the last 4 

years we have gone from mites hard to find [at least in my colonies] to very 

likely over half of colonies many times over threshold of 3-5% mites on bees 

taken from brood frames.   The characteristic deformed wings caused by a 

common virus vectored by the varroa mites has not been obvious.  We have 

had discussion on this and concluded that this does not necessarily mean that 

the virus is no longer virulent.  Also there are many more virus diseases of 

the honey bee transmitted by varroa mites.  So the bottom line is to do 

those sugar shakes and follow up as the population of bees declines which 

means more mites per bee.  Remember population increases from mites is 

exponential since there are many reproductive females verses bee population 

increases is more linear since there is only one reproductive female.               

I usually begin sugar shakes when colonies have had most of the honey     

supers removed for harvest.  Sure makes it more practical which in turn 

makes it more likely to get done. 
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A “Plea” for Meeting Ideas and How to Improve Attendance 
 

This year I have been very discouraged regarding attendance at our meetings and also field 

days.  We started out with decent but not great attendance but for the last several meetings 

have not had many to attend at all.  For me this is especially discouraging if I get a guest  

speaker or like last meeting spend a lot of time myself on a topic, doing the research and   

preparing the PowerPoint presentation.  I feel that we have attempted to cover all the topics 

that were requested last year but also feel that we could have had more substance to these 

topics had attendance been better, sparking more discussion, etc. 

So please, if you have any comments and ideas you can email me directly or if you prefer not 

to, you can email Annie who has agreed to convey these messages to me.  Our emails are  

stephen_gibson@ncsu.edu and annie_thompson@ncsu.edu.  Note that between first and last 

names there is an “underscore.”  I especially would like to hear any reasons why you do not 

regularly attend if that is the case, even if it is reasons such as not being able to fit in your 

schedule, etc.   

Beekeeping is an activity that requires dedication.  Many times new beekeepers do not start 

out with more than one or two colonies and if for some reason these are lost they get      

discouraged and decide to not become a beekeeper.  I bring this up because at our last    

meeting there were just 2 new beekeepers present.  We have a challenge to provide programs 

to suit both established and new beekeepers so please if you have any ideas on this issue let 

one of us know. 

Also I have performed the task of meeting topics ever since our association started.  If you 

think someone else should do this or a group please let me or Annie know. 

Lastly some of the topics are not directly related to the local methods of honey bees but also 

cover points related to other pollinators (An example is part of the newsletter accompanying 

this message.) Please let  one of us know your thoughts on this issue. 

Thanks,  

Steve 

mailto:stephen_gibson@ncsu.edu
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130 South Post Road  

Shelby, NC 28152 

 

Our July meeting will be held Monday evening, July 24th beginning at 5:00 pm at 130 South Post Road, Shelby, 

NC 28152.  This will be a great evening! 

Honey Slinging and Picnic 

Bring your honey to be extracted 

We will provide hot dogs and cold drinks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beekeeping Supplies or Equipment for Sale or Give-away 
 
If you have any beekeeping supplies or equipment that you would like to sell or give away, please send the information 

to Annie - annie_thompson@ncsu.edu.  She will add the info to the newsletter and also send to the members via 

email.   

Please include your name and best contact information as this will be included with the ad.   

 

All transactions will take place between Seller and Buyer/Taker.  No transactions will be conducted via 

Extension Office.   

 

There is no charge for this service.   

July 24, 2017 

Meeting Announcement - Honey Slinging 

Honey Bee Biology Corner - An Overview of the Pupa Stage 

By Regie Endsley 

Once the cell is capped the larva stretches out on its back with its head near the capped cell entrance.  The malpighian 

tubes and the mid gut open into the hind gut and the larva voids for the first time.  Its digestive tract now empty the 

larva’s is eternal organs are ready to be dismantled or remodeled.  The pupa develops under the larva skin that first 

appeared after the fourth molt, about two days before the cell was capped and remains until the fifth molt about four 

days after the cell is capped. 

Now the pupa is visible and the individual features of the adult bee begin to emerge.  The pupa at first is colorless and 

the internal organs of the adult bee have not begun to form.  The eyes show color first.  At first they become yellow, 

then pink, purple and finally dark brown.  The fat bodies that formed during the larva now take up almost all of the in-

ternal space as the larval organs or broken down and the nutrients stored with the fat bodies ready to be used to build 

the adult bee’s organs.    

 

The sixth and final molt does not take place until a day or so before the bee emerges from the cell.  The adult bee is 

now fully formed.  She waits another day before she nibbles the cappings away and emerges as an adult worker bee.   

Next time we will take a look at the development of some of the bee’s individual parts.  

(Primary source for this column is Ian Stell, Understanding Bee Anatomy.   
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